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ABSTRACT
A concept inventory (CI) is a standardized assessment tool that evaluates how well a student’s conceptual framework matches the accepted conceptual framework of a discipline. In this paper, we present our process in creating and evaluating the alpha version of a CI to assess student understanding of digital logic. We have checked the validity and reliability of the CI through an alpha administration, follow-up interviews with students, analysis of administration results, and expert feedback. So far the feedback on the digital logic concept inventory is positive and promising.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
A significant difficulty in judging the success of pedagogical interventions is the ability to directly compare performance between cohorts and institutions. Because of this difficulty, computing educators have issued a general call for the adoption of assessment tools to critically evaluate computing education research [2].

Concept inventories are standardized assessment tools that evaluate how well a student’s conceptual framework matches the accepted conceptual framework of a discipline. It is critical to accurately assess conceptual understanding, so that instructors can match instruction to their students’ needs. Increasing conceptual learning is important, because students who can organize facts and ideas within a consistent conceptual framework are able to learn new information quickly and are able to more easily apply what they know to new applications [3].

The potential for good assessment tools is clear from the impact of the Force Concept Inventory (FCI), a multiple-choice test in which students choose between the Newtonian conception of force and common misconceptions. The FCI demonstrated that even students who had excelled on conventional examinations failed to answer the simple, conceptual questions on the FCI correctly, and it exposed fundamental flaws in instruction [10]. The results of administrations of the FCI to thousands of students led physics instructors to develop and adopt “interactive engagement” pedagogies [6]. Due to the impact of the FCI, “concept inventory” (CI) tests are being actively developed for a number of science and engineering fields [4].

In this paper, we report the development and validation of a digital logic concept inventory (DLCI). We do not provide the whole DLCI, however. For security reasons, the DLCI is available only on paper by request to the authors. Because CIs are not yet commonly used and there are misconceptions about their use, we first define what a CI is and is not.

A CI is a short multiple-choice test that can classify the examinee as someone who thinks in accordance with accepted conceptions in a discipline or in accordance with common misconceptions [11].

A CI is a standardized test. It must meet the demands of statistical analysis and be broadly applicable to many programs. A CI covers each concept multiple times to strengthen the validity and reliability of measurement. This requirement contrasts with a typical classroom exam which may cover each concept only once during the exam. A CI must also be approved by content experts and widely adopted for it to be a successful instrument.

A CI is not a comprehensive test of everything a student should know about a topic after instruction. CIs selectively test only critical concepts of a topic [11]. If students demonstrate understanding of these critical concepts, then it is reasonable to believe they satisfactorily understand all other concepts of the topic. For example, the FCI tests only a student’s knowledge of force after a course in mechanics which also covers topics such as inertia, momentum, and energy [9].

A CI may complement but not replace a final examination, because a CI is not comprehensive.

A CI is not a teacher evaluation. CIs are intended to measure the effectiveness of teaching methods independent of teacher qualifications [1], [9]. As such, a CI can stimulate the adoption of new pedagogies as it provides a more
objective measure to compare pedagogies. A CI reveals students’ misconceptions. It does not evaluate their problem solving skills.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DLCI

The DLCI was created by incorporating previously found digital logic misconceptions [7], [8], results from administrations of an alpha version DLCI to 203 CS and ECE students, and a survey of digital logic instructors [5]. The concepts tested by the DLCI were selected using instructor feedback and guidance; the distractors (wrong answers) were created from misconceptions and administration results from the DLCI.

2.1 Concept selection

We used a Delphi consensus rating of what instructors believed to be the important and difficult concepts that students should know after completing a first course in digital logic [5] to choose topics for inclusion. We chose topics that were considered to be highly important by the instructors, but chose topics independent of the Delphi difficulty ratings in order to check whether the general perceptions of instructors matched reality for the students.

The DLCI has been administered and revised. The current version has 19 items covering topics from four main categories: number representations, combinational logic, functionality of medium scale integration (MSI), and state and sequential logic. Some topics from the Delphi ratings were not included in the DLCI because they are design based rather than conceptual. The list below shows what concepts are tested and how many items cover each of those concepts (note: the number of items in each sub-category do not add up to the number of items for the larger categories because some items cover multiple sub-categories):

- Number representations (4)
  - Understanding the relationship between representation (pattern) and meaning (value) (3)
  - Conversions between number systems (2)
  - Overflow (1)
- Combinational logic (4)
  - Converting verbal specifications to Boolean expressions (3)
  - Incompletely specified functions (1)
- Functionality of MSI components (2)
- State and sequential logic (9)
  - Converting verbal specifications to state diagrams (2)
  - State transitions (3)
  - Timing diagrams relation state machines (3)
  - Knowing how a sequential circuit corresponds to a state diagram (4)
  - Memory organization (2)

The number of items per concept was motivated by two factors: instrument reliability and student interviews. In order to bolster the reliability of a standardized test, it is necessary for multiple items to test a single concept or ability. So while one concept may be more important than another, the importance of that topic might not correlate with the number of items addressing that concept. A second factor also determined the number of items per concept: the misconceptions found during student interviews. In the

The next two questions refer to a sequential circuit $T$ that has 0 inputs, 3 flip-flops, and 2 outputs.

18) What is the maximum number of distinct states $T$ can potentially be in over time?
   a) 6 states  b) 8 states  c) 10 states
   d) 16 states  e) 32 states  f) 

19) At an instant of time, how many states is $T$ in?
   a) 1 state  b) 2 states  c) 3 states
   d) 4 states  e) 5 states  f) 

Figure 1: DLCI items with write-in responses

DLCI, all distractors should reflect student misconceptions discovered through interviews and early administrations of the DLCI. Items were written only if enough misconceptions were found to create effective distractors.

2.2 Item creation

We created the distractors for the DLCI from misconceptions found during problem solving interviews with students [7], [8]. Additional misconceptions were gathered during the alpha administration. On the alpha DLCI, students were given the opportunity to write-in their own answers if they did not like any of the pre-written answers. This option allowed us to uncover misconceptions that did not surface during the interviews. If several students provided the same write-in answer, we deemed the write-in answer to be a new misconception that needed to be investigated with later follow-up interviews. Revised versions of the DLCI include common write-in answers as standard distractors.

2.3 Example item construction

We explain how we constructed two items of the DLCI. Students hold multiple misconceptions about the number of possible states in a sequential circuit. It has also been found that students struggle to understand what allows a circuit to have state, and which circuit components compose state. Some students believe that combinational logic has state, while other students assert that the number of inputs or outputs would affect how many states a sequential circuit might have. Finally, students struggle with the abstraction that each flip-flop in a system has a state, but that the system will have only one composite state encoded in all the flip-flops [8].

These misconceptions led to the creation of two items on the DLCI (see Figure 1). Item 18 tests whether students correctly understand which components compose state and whether they understand the exponential relationship between flip-flops and circuit state. Item 19 tests whether the students can abstract from individual flip-flop states to the composite circuit state as well as whether inputs and outputs are part of the state. We found that 79% of 108 students answered item 18 correctly and 62% answered item 19 correctly. The write-in response for these items revealed a misconception that had not been found during interviews as 10% of students decided to write-in the answer ‘0’ for both items 18 and 19. Because so many students chose ‘0’ for the answer to 18 and 19, the newest version of the item now includes ‘0 states’ as a standard distractor. Follow-up interviews are needed to know why students chose ‘0’.

For test construction purposes, we decided to have at least four distractors per item to minimize the effect of
Question 7. Alice and Bob have the following requirements for their sandwiches.

Alice must have a sandwich with bacon by itself.

Bob must have a sandwich that does not have both lettuce and bacon.

Which set of Boolean expressions correctly specifies all sandwiches that satisfy their individual requirements?

Use the following variables:

$b =$ bacon; $l =$ lettuce; $t =$ tomato

a) $Alice = b$

b) $Alice = b$

Which set of Boolean expressions correctly specifies all sandwiches that satisfy their individual requirements?

Use the following variables:

$\bar{b} =$ bacon; $\bar{l} =$ lettuce; $\bar{t} =$ tomato

c) $Alice = b \land \bar{t}$

d) $Alice = b \land \bar{l}$

Figure 2: Compound concept DLCI item

guessing which can artificially inflate scores. The requirement of having at least four distractors per item posed a unique challenge, as many items we wanted to ask had only one misconception associated with it. Using the same process described previously, we created the item in figure 2. Interviews have revealed that when students were asked open-ended questions, they conflated the NAND concept and XOR concept. Students also typically omitted negated variables when translating English specifications into boolean expressions [7]. In both of these cases and many other Boolean problems, we identified only one misconception from the literature for each concept. Because we wanted most distractors to be based in real student misconceptions and because we wanted to fully assess students’ understanding of Boolean algebra, we decided to combine multiple concepts into one item. While it is ideal to examine only one concept per item, we decided it was better to test multiple concepts per item to fully assess what misconceptions students hold rather than practically eliminate items on Boolean logic.

3. DLCI ADMINISTRATION

In Spring 2009, 203 Students from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign were given 25 minutes to complete the alpha DLCI near the end of the semester, before taking their final exams. The CS and ECE students were given slightly different forms of the DLCI. The two versions differed by which experimental items we included, but 15 items were the same on both versions. Summative statistics on student performance on the DLCI can be seen in Table 1.

Because the inventory needs to be a quick assessment of conceptual knowledge, we measured how long students took their final exams. The CS and ECE students were given 25 minutes to complete the alpha DLCI near the end of the semester, before taking their final exams. After recompleting the inventory, students retook the DLCI one more time in a modified think-aloud format. We compared the students’ scores on the retakes with their original scores. Only one student’s scores on the first two administrations of the DLCI varied by more than one point. This student had the lowest score of all students interviewed and performed three points worse on the retake. All other students performed the same or one point better on the second administration. Some improvement on the retest is expected, because students were studying for their final exam or had just taken their final exam prior to the interviews. The time gap between administrations and the small number of students that we have been able to recruit to retake the DLCI prohibits any strong conclusions, but the results thus far are promising.

4. RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

We checked the validity and reliability of the DLCI through several methods. All measures and data in this section are preliminary, but demonstrate the development process.

4.1 Reliability

We are estimating reliability in two ways: single administration measures and multiple administration measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECE290</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>CS 231</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>STD DEV</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minimum score</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Maximum score</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distribution of scores on the alpha DLCI administration

To measure single administration reliability we used the Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 (KR-21). The CS student administration had a KR-21 reliability rating of 0.505 and the ECE student administration had a KR-21 reliability rating of 0.639. These preliminary findings indicate that the inventory has acceptable (above 0.4 is acceptable) single administration reliability after the first administration.

To estimate multiple administration reliability, we conducted follow-up interviews with 11 self-selected students two or three weeks after they took the DLCI the first time. Students retook the DLCI in an exam-like situation. After recompleting the inventory, students retook the DLCI one more time in a modified think-aloud format. We compared the students’ scores on the retakes with their original scores. Only one student’s scores on the first two administrations of the DLCI varied by more than one point. This student had the lowest score of all students interviewed and performed three points worse on the retake. All other students performed the same or one point better on the second administration. Some improvement on the retest is expected, because students were studying for their final exam or had just taken their final exam prior to the interviews. The time gap between administrations and the small number of students that we have been able to recruit to retake the DLCI prohibits any strong conclusions, but the results thus far are promising.

4.2 Validity

Reliability is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to show that the instrument is valid. Because the preliminary estimates of reliability are positive, we also checked to see whether the instrument is an unbiased estimator of student conceptual knowledge, accurately reflects student misconceptions, and is perceived by experts to measure digital logic conceptual knowledge.

4.2.1 Bias

We checked for bias on two levels: the inventory as a whole and individual items. A 2-tailed t-test revealed that there was not a significant difference (p=.8) between the performance of the CS students and the ECE students, and hence no evidence of bias.

To compare the performance of the different departments on individual items we used the $\chi^2$ test. We found that CS students performed significantly better (p=0.001) on only one item, which focused on student understanding of conditional logic. We hypothesize that CS students performed better on this item, because they, unlike ECE students, are required to take a discrete mathematics course prior
to or concurrently with the digital logic course. Because the computer science students are exposed to conditional logic in multiple courses, we believe the course sequence increased performance on this item. Because students performed poorly on this item, and because our follow-up interviews revealed that students chose their answers based on misconceptions, we believe that this item can be used to assess conceptual knowledge, but it may be better placed on the discrete mathematics concept inventory that is also being developed.

### 4.2.2 Student content validity

Because we tried to base the distractors in the DLCI on student misconceptions, one measure of validity was to check if all or most of the distractors were chosen and if distractors were chosen because of misconceptions or because of ambiguity in the inventory items. In Table 2 we show that every distractor was chosen by the students except for two distractors on item 15. We also found that items 9 and 15 were answered correctly more than any other items. Both items concerned multiplexers. We suspected that these items revealed that student misconceptions were not widely held for these problems.

After conducting our follow-up interviews, we confirmed that students could accurately and quickly answer item 15 using conceptual arguments, but we learned that many students were answering item 9 correctly using “plug and chug” without understanding the fundamental concept underlying the item. We decided to alter item 9 and drop item 15 from future versions. Using a similar methodology of watching how students solved various items, we determined which other items needed to be altered or dropped.

We also checked to see if better performance on the whole DLCI correlated with better performance on individual items. We evaluated item quality by constructing item response curves (IRCs). Students were separated into quintiles to create a scale to separate students with strong conceptual understanding (first quintile) from students with weak conceptual understanding (fifth quintile). The IRC for item 7 (Figure 2) is shown in Figure 3 and is typical of all items. This IRC demonstrates the desired correlation between conceptual knowledge and item performance.

In addition to examining the IRCs, we examined which distractors the different quintiles chose. Table 3 shows that students in the first quintile never chose the “bacon-by-itself” misconception distractors (a and b), but students chose these distractors with increasing frequency as the quintile increased. We see similar behavior (although less pronounced) with the “not both” misconception distractors (a and c) as students chose these distractors with increasing frequency as the quintile increased.

Students with a stronger conceptual understanding of digital logic don’t struggle with omitting visible negated variables, but still struggle with the translation of “not both” into logic, while weaker students struggle with both concepts. The difference in prevalence of the two misconceptions may indicate which concepts need to be stressed more in instruction. In order to accurately assess how common and robust these misconceptions are, though, we need to administer the DLCI to a few thousand students at multiple institutions.

### 4.2.3 Expert content validity

To check content validity we collected feedback from 9 experts. We chose experts who had not only taught the material frequently, but who had published textbooks or rigorous pedagogical articles. We strove to obtain feedback from experts with a diversity in race, gender, geography, and type of institution. The experts were asked for feedback on revised items, newly proposed items, and the DLCI as a whole.

On individual items the experts were asked to (1) answer the DLCI item, (2) decide whether the item reflects core
concepts that students should know after completing a first course in digital logic, and (3) rate the quality of the item. At most only one expert chose an answer that we did not expect for all but one item.

For 14 of 15 items in the DLCI, eight of nine experts concurred that the item reflected core concepts that students should know after a first course in digital logic. For the 15th item, seven of nine experts agreed it represented core knowledge for a first course. Negative expert comments expressed concerns that students would not know the material in the item after a first course. Based on the Delphi ratings and majority opinion of the experts, we believe that each item on the DLCI accurately reflects what students should know after a first course in digital logic.

The experts also provided feedback on the wording and quality of the items by rating each item on a scale of “do not use,” “use with major changes,” “use with minor changes,” or “use as is.” A majority of experts rated every item with “use with minor changes” or “use as is.” Only three items received votes of “do not use” and none of these items received more than one vote for “do not use.” The “do not use” votes were always accompanied by comments that the item would not be covered in a first course. Because of the general support of the items, we believe that each item was generally well written but could use minor tweaks to improve clarity and accuracy.

Finally, the experts were asked to provide their opinions about the DLCI as a whole. The experts were asked to (1) decide if the DLCI as a whole reflects core conceptual knowledge after a first course in digital logic, (2) comment on the topic coverage, and (3) indicate how confident they would be that a student who performed well on the DLCI would perform well in a digital logic course.

The majority of experts indicated that the DLCI reflects core conceptual knowledge. The majority also indicated that they were moderately confident or greatly confident that the DLCI would be a good predictor of student performance. Most experts noted that the DLCI is not a comprehensive assessment and that it did not test problem solving skills and design. Experts explained lowered confidence ratings because of these comments.

Our experts’ comments about the DLCI all reflect concerns that the DLCI is not a typical ECE or CS exam. This commentary emphasizes the necessity of communicating what a CI is and is not. The DLCI does, however, assess whether students possess core conceptual knowledge. The DLCI is well positioned to be widely adopted at most institutions that teach digital logic.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the expert feedback, student performance, and methods of construction, we believe that the DLCI is on its way to becoming a valid and reliable instrument that can be used at most institutions that teach digital logic. The DLCI is a short (less than 30 minutes to complete), multiple-choice instrument that has passed the initial tests for reliability and validity. Our experts’ comments also supported that the DLCI evaluates core conceptual knowledge that is taught in digital logic at most institutions. The DLCI is meeting not only the structural design qualities we desire for the instrument, but also meets the standards of being broadly applicable and informative. Once fully validated through beta testing at multiple institutions, we believe that the DLCI will be a standardized instrument that can be accurately used to compare how different pedagogies affect conceptual learning.

In order to motivate the adoption of the DLCI, we will need to accurately communicate what a CI is and is not. Once fully validated through administration to over 3,000 students, we aim to show that the DLCI is a powerful estimator of student performance and show that even students who perform well on traditional digital logic tasks possess robust, commonly held misconceptions.
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